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Setting:
In a foreign, semi-hostile country. There is a large city which contains an American Embassy. There are ongoing military operations in the country, and the decision has just been made to evacuate the 1000 or so Americans currently in the surrounding area of the city.
Stage 1:

Once the decision has been made to evacuate, the commanding officers begin planning their strategy. Near the embassy there is a block (approx. 10-12) of buildings where it is suspected a terrorist cell is operating. There is concern that this terrorist cell could undermine the evacuation procedures. At this point we have no intelligence to pinpoint the exact whereabouts, but we're pretty confident they're somewhere in this area.

The plan calls for setting up a major military presence near the embassy and nearby heliport (large field) in order to facilitate the evacuation, as well as monitoring activity in the suspected terrorist area. It is anticipated we will conduct a number or building searches once we have more information. The evacuation phase will coincide with the surveillance / engagement of the suspected terrorist cell. Following these operations, it is expected the military presence in this area of the city will be significantly reduced and redeployed.
Stage 2:

The Embassy is heavily guarded with a number of troops. The embassy is serving as the base of operations for work in this area. A sensor network is set up around a partial perimeter surrounding the embassy and heliport, in areas where there is little or no ground troops.

In preparation for the mission inside the suspected terrorist cell area, planning and reconnaissance missions are being conducted to get a better idea of where the terrorists are located.
Stage 3:

Patrolling and Reconnaissance have indicated a possible location of the terrorist cell. Building sweeps and searches are conducted, yet no concrete evidence is found. Because of the nature of the building, it is still suspected this place could be used as a safe house for terrorists. Sensors are placed in the building to help monitor traffic flows.

Meanwhile at the embassy, sensors are placed on avenues of approach to help establish traffic patterns that will help in the evacuation effort.
Stage 4:

The evacuation procedures begin as Americans arrive at the embassy.

In the suspected terrorist area, new information reveals another building that may be a safe house for terrorists. It is decided to conduct a sweep of this building. The sweep produces no concrete evidence, and it is determined to place some sensors in this building to monitor the traffic. Because of limited resources, some of the sensors had to be taken from the other building and reconfigured in the new location.
Stage 5:
Evacuation is completed, and most of the local force is redeployed.
Current Op Sit/Tasks-Goals
+ Embassy & US Citzn Evac. ordered
+ Intel. reports nearby terrorist cell
+ Mission Planning
+ Determine size & loc of secure zone
+ Identify approach Rts to Embassy
+ Identify & plan search for likely terrorist cell locations

Commander’s Information Reqs.
+ Req. manpower & UGS needed to maintain security perim.
+ Mix of human and UGS to patrol suspected terrorist locations.
+ Likely # of Evacuees
+ Activity patterns near Embassy

Potential Complications/Adapt
+ Mix of friendly and combatants in evacuation zone
+ Level of hostility US forces will encounter
+ Are terrorists planning to disrupt evacuation?
Current Op Sit/Tasks-Goals
- Occupy Security Zone around Embassy
- Deploy UGS on Secure Zone border
- Continue planning arrival of local US Citizens to Embassy
- Refine Search Zone & continue planning search for terrorist cell

Commander’s Information Reqs.
- Capabilities of sensor network
- Any attempted incursions in secure zone?
- Baseline activity patterns near Embassy
- Key sites & composition of population in Search Zone

Potential Complications/Adapt
- Staleness of Intel about Search Zone & Terrorist cell location
Current Op Sit/Tasks Goals
- Establish baseline traffic patterns for approach routes to embassy
- Begin patrols of Search Zone
- Identify potential sites for terrorist cell

Commander’s Information Reqs
- Movement of people & vehicles into/out of Search Zone
- Composition of Civilian population in Search Zone (level of hostility to US presence)
- Activity in Target Building(s) (e.g., large movements in or out)

Potential Complications/Adapt
- Rapidly changing population composition
- Adversary adaptation to your presence in Search Zone
Mission Planning | Evacuation Decision
Occupancy / Security | Patroling / Recon.

Current Op Sit/Tasks Goals:
+ Orderly arrival of Citizens to Embassy
+ Monitor traffic patterns for approach routes to embassy
+ Continue patrols of Search Zone
+ Incorporate new intel of potential site for terrorist cell

Commander’s Information Reqs.:
+ Estimated arrival time of all citizens at Embassy
+ Presence of irregular traffic patterns that could endanger evac
+ Activity in Target Building(s) indicating potential hostile actions

Foreseen Complications:
+ Adversary attempts to disrupt US civilian Evacuation
+ Local Civilian population unrest could disrupt and clog evacuation routes
+ Potential adverse effect of search mission on evacuation